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The traditional magnetic storage mechanisms~both analog and digital! apply an external field signal
H(t) to a hysteretic magnetic material, and read the remanent magnetizationM (t), which is
~roughly! proportional toH(t). We propose a new analog method of recovering the signal from the
magnetic material, making use of the shape of the hysteresis loopM (H). The fieldH, ‘‘stored’’ in
a region withN domains or particles, can be recovered with fluctuations of order 1/N using the new
method—much superior to the 1/AN fluctuations in traditional analog storage. ©1997 American
Institute of Physics.@S0021-8979~97!02503-6#
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I. INTRODUCTION

How can one best store a song on a magnetic tape?
traditional analog method converts the sound signal int
magnetic fieldH(t), and then uses it to magnetize the tap
being pulled at a velocityv. The remanent magnetizatio
M ~the magnetization left on the tape after the field h
dropped to zero! is roughly linear inH,

M ~x!5M ~vt !5C1H~ t !1C2H
2~ t !1h~x!. ~1!

HereC2 represents the nonlinearity of the remanent mag
tization at high fields~when recording, one turns down th
gain until the needle during the loudest sections stops m
ing into the red!, andh represents noise~one turns up the
gain as far as possible so quiet portions do not hiss!. ~Actu-
ally, there are nonlinearities between the remanent magn
zation and the signalH(t) for low fields as well@not shown
in Eq. ~1!#. When real magnetic tapes are recorded, the sig
H(t) is convolved with a high-frequency, large amplitud
signal1–4 in order to remove these distortions~ac biasing!.
This, however, does not affect the new method for ana
storage that we propose.!

Two other excellent methods have been developed
cope with the noise and nonlinearity in the remanent mag
tization. ~There are other sources of noise in a magnetic
cording and reading process, e.g., interference, electr
noise, and head noise.3,5,6 In this article, we address only th
noise relevant to the magnetic material: the magnetic noi!
Dolby noise reduction does a nonlinear transformation
H(t) to boost quiet sections and dampen loud sections:
inverse transformation is applied at playback. Digital reco
ings are even more effective. The signal can be~linearly and
accurately! encoded as a stream of bits, and these bits ca
recorded and reproduced without noise or distortion.

How does the analog method compare to digital reco
ing, in terms of the amount of information that one can st
on a given piece of magnetic tape? One important1,3,6 source
of noise is the lumpiness of the irreversible magnetizat
changes in the material. Magnetic tapes are often made u
single-domain particles; if the field is strong enough, so
particles will rotate their magnetizations to the crystal
graphic axis closest to the direction of the field.7 Other ma-
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terials with large domains will magnetize through the dep
ning of sections of their domain walls, which~roughly! jump
from one pinning center to another. For our purposes, th
details are not crucial—we mostly care about the num
N of these pinning centers or particles. We refer to the
lumps, imprecisely, asdomains.

Having more, smaller domains leads to a higher inf
mation density. Averaging overN domains will reduce the
fluctuation in the average magnetization by a factor
1/AN ~presuming the interactions between domains are
important!. Thus, the number of different values ofH that
can be distinguished in the remanent magnetization sc
like AN. If we subdivide the slice intoQ portions, and mag-
netize each portion separately, we can store (AN/Q)Q differ-
ent signals. Optimizing, we findQ5N/e, and we store
eN/2e distinguishable signals. This is precisely what mak
the binary ‘‘digital’’ recording so effective: 2Q strings ofQ
bits are stored, and our formula suggests that four dom
can store one bit (Q5N/4). Of course, substantial error co
rection would be needed in order to keep the accuracy h
at this scale.

There are times when one is stuck with an analog sig
Important recordings have been made with these outd
methods~Beatles’ masters! and potentially one might wan
to reconstruct signals imposed by natural processes~recon-
structing the stress history of a plastically deformed ma
rial!. We show here that one can do substantially better t
the traditional analog retrieval, by using the portion of t
magnetization curveM (H) near the applied fieldHsignal

~e.g., by the tape head during recording!, rather than just the
remanent magnetization at zero fieldM (0). Wediscuss the
advantages within the context of two models: the Preisac8,9

model of noninteracting hysteretic domains~which despite
its simplistic assumptions is a standard tool10 in the engineer-
ing community!, and the zero-temperature random-field Isi
model ~RFIM!11,12 ~a more realistic model incorporatin
nearest-neighbor couplings between domains with differ
threshold fields!. In the end, we improve our resolution b
AN ~from the 1/AN resolution of the remanent magnetizatio
to 1/N), which for a typical slice of magnetic tape wit
N5106 domains per wavelength~see Sec. VII! produces a
large improvement in fidelity. Our method also suffers mu
less from nonlinearity: Although the fidelity decreases
large magnetizations, the signature tracks the applied fi
/81(3)/1590/8/$10.00 © 1997 American Institute of Physics
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directly. There is a drawback to our new method, though:
measuring the response curve, the original signal is nece
ily erased.

We should mention another method for dealing with t
random noise in magnetic films that has been develo
recently13 by Des Mapps of Plymouth University in Englan
Instead of the usual two heads used in recording~one for
demagnetizing the magnetic material and the other to rec
the signal!, a third head is added, which reads the signal ri
after it has been recorded, and sends it to a computer
analysis. Since the computer ‘‘knows’’ what the initial sign
was, it can adjust for the inherent noise in the magnetic m
terial, record the now ‘‘modulated’’ signal, and leave a s
nature of what it has done. This provides the information
the ‘‘reading’’ head of how to compensate, during the rea
ing process. Similar techniques have been independently
veloped by Indeck and Muller from Washington Univers
in St. Louis.13

II. HYSTERESIS LOOPS, SUBLOOPS, KINKS, AND
RETURN-POINT MEMORY

We review briefly the various kinds ofM (H) hysteresis
curves relevant to our discussion.~There are many differen
curves, of course, since the response depends on the
netic history of the material.! A ferromagnetic material ha
the property that its magnetizationM lags behind the exter
nal magnetic fieldH, as the field is changed~Fig. 1!. This is
called hysteresis~which means to lag or fall behind!. The
largest magnetization the material can have~by aligning all
the magnetic domains in the direction of the external fi
H) is called the saturation magnetizationMS . When the field
is switched off, the remaining magnetization is the reman
magnetizationMR , while the field necessary to bring th
magnetization to zero is called the coercivityHC . Variations
in the values of these properties in different ferromagn
make magnetic materials useful for different applicatio
For example, magnetic recording materials have high re

FIG. 1. MagnetizationM of a ferromagnet as a function of the external fie
H. The hysteresis curve appears due to a lag between the magnetizatio
the field.MS denotes the saturation magnetization,MR the remanent mag-
netization, andHC the coercivity. The subloopa→b→e→a shows the
return-point memory. The system comes back to the same statea as the
external field is switched off and then back on.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 3, 1 February 1997
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nence and coercivity to prevent unwanted demagnetizati7

Therefore, magnetic materials used in recording will in ge
eral have ‘‘square’’ hysteresis loops. By sweeping from ve
small to very large magnetic fields, one explores this sa
rated, ‘‘outer’’ hysteresis loopMouter

6 ~also called the major
hysteresis loop!: Any other field history will typically be
discussed in terms of subloops~or minor hysteresis loops!
~see Fig. 1!.

Before recording, the magnetic tape is demagnetiz
This involves imposing a slowly decaying, oscillatory fie
H(t) which leaves the material in a well-defined, reprodu
ible state with no remanent magnetization~up to the noise!.
Analog recording takes us from this particular demagneti
state to a magnetized state under an external fieldHsignal: In
real recording this is done by adding an oscillating field
the signal~see Sec. I!, but initially we consider a monotoni
cally increasing field, leading to an increasing magnetizat
M imprint(H). Releasing the external field, the magnetizati
M relax again drops, but to a nonzero remanentMR

signal~Fig. 2!.
MeasuringMR

signal gives information aboutHsignal.
We are also interested in theMmeasure(H) curve, formed

by starting from the magnetized stateMR
signal and raising the

field again. As one sees from Fig. 2, as the external field
decreased from the original signalHsignal and then increased
again, the magnetization forms a subloop. As the exte
field passesHsignal, there will be very generally a kink in the
Mmeasure(H) curve~Fig. 2!. This follows in a direct way, for
example, for models exhibiting return-point memory14 ~also
known as wiping out9!.

For these systems the subloop closes exactly: The
tem returns atHsignal to precisely the same state it was in
the peak of its recording field~wiping out all information
about the excursion to lower fields!. The curveMmeasure(H)
aboveHsignal thus necessarily extends smoothly the origin
curve M imprint(H), while below Hsignal it disagrees with
M imprint ; hence, it must have a nonanalyticity atHsignal.
Magnetic recording materials often wipe out rather well: D
creasing the field fromHsignal ~and, hence, repeating th
loop! will reproduce the same subloop~including even the
noise! to a good extent.16 On the other hand, magneti

and

FIG. 2. The external field is increased toHsignal and then decreased to zer
~dashed curve!. In the traditional analog storage the information is stored
the remanent magnetizationMR

signal. In the new method, which uses th
return-point memory property, the information is stored as the fieldHsignal

itself, read by increasing the external field from zero and finding a kink
theM –H curve ~solid curve!.
1591O. Perković and J. P. Sethna
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materials—especially those like spin glasses with import
antiferromagnetic couplings—can exhibit ‘‘reptation,
where repeated cycles lead to a slow drift in magnetizatio17

Many other systems~e.g., martensites prepared with paral
twin boundaries,10,18helium capillary condensing in a porou
material,19 and superconductors in external magnetic fields20!
can exhibit the return-point memory to various extents;
the work by Amengualet al.18 for an experiment reproduc
ing incredible fine structure within repeated loops. Refere
11 discusses three conditions14 ~partial ordering, no passing
and adiabaticity! which suffice to produce a perfect retur
point memory. The models studied here possess these p
erties: antiferromagnetic couplings violate ‘‘no passing.’’

For the purposes of this article, the kink
Mmeasured(H) is easily explained. As the field is raised a se
ond time, the domains which flipped upon the first rise d
ing imprinting and which did not flip back upon relaxing a
not active. WhenH crossesHsignal, new, ‘‘virgin’’ domains
are explored: More domains will flip per unit field, leading
a discontinuity in the slope. It is precisely this slope disco
tinuity in the magnetization curve which we propose to u
in information storage. Since the slope discontinuity is
Hsignal, we are saved from the nonlinearity and distorti
which occurs with only measuring the remanent magnet
tion. We see in the following section that we also suppr
the noise greatly.

III. THE PREISACH AND RANDOM-FIELD ISING
MODELS

The comparison between the ‘‘traditional’’ magnet
analog storage method, in which the magnetization car
the information, with the new method where the whole h
teresis loop is retrieved and the information is stored dire
in the magnetic field, is done using the Preisach model
RFIM. The Preisach model8,9 consists of a system of inde

FIG. 3. Hysteresis loop for one domain in the Preisach model. The fiel
which the domain flips up isHu and the field at which it flips down is
Hd . A superposition of many such domain hysteresis gives a hyste
curve as in Fig. 1.
1592 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 3, 1 February 1997
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pendent domains, each with an upper fieldHu and a lower
field Hd , at which the domain changes sign~or direction!.
Each domain therefore has its own square hysteresis
~see Fig. 3!, and the superposition of all these loops gives
hysteresis loop as in Fig. 1. In general, the upper and lo
fields are not equal and opposite, but the magnetization
domainm0 is assumed constant. The Preisach model has
necessary properties for its hysteresis loop to exhibit retu
point memory and is quite useful because of its simplici
but since there are no interactions between the domains
modeling of real systems is more limited. The RFIM,11,12on
the other hand, includes nearest-neighbor interactions.

We first review the elements of the Preisach model t
we need. To calculate the magnetization in the Preis
model, a weight functionr(Hd ,Hu) (Hu>Hd) needs to be
defined. r has the units of magnetization per unit fie
squared. For systems with time-reversal symmetry,r is sym-
metric around the lineHu5Hd in the (Hd ,Hu) plane

8,9 ~see
Fig. 4!. If all the domains are pointing down, and we in
crease the external field from a large negative value
Hsignal in Fig. 1, the domains whose fieldHu fall in the
shaded area of Fig. 4 will flip up. The magnetization of t
system is then given by

M5E E
U

r~Hd ,Hu!dHu dHd2E E
D

r~Hd ,Hu!dHu dHd ,

~2!

where the first integration is over the area where the dom
are pointing up~U!, and the second is over the area whe
the domains are pointing down~D!. If the system follows the
path depicted in Fig. 1~from a large negative field to
Hsignal to Hb to He), we obtain a ‘‘step’’ of flipped spins in

at

is

FIG. 4. The triangular region is the region in (Hd ,Hu) space where the
weighting functionr is defined~outside of it r50). The shape of this
region is in practice much more general, and depends on the properti
the magnetic material~Ref. 21! but the region is usually symmetric aroun
theHu52Hd line. As the field is raised from a large negative value of t
field to Hsignal ~see Fig. 1!, the domains in the shaded region flip up. Th
magnetization is obtained from Eq.~2!.
O. Perković and J. P. Sethna
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the (Hd ,Hu) plane@Figs. 5~a! and 5~b!#. ~Several subloops
would give a staircase.! The magnetization is again obtaine
using Eq.~2!.

The zero-temperature RFIM has the followin
Hamiltonian:11,12

H52(
^ i , j &

Ji j sisj2(
i

~H1hi !si , ~3!

whereJi j is the nearest-neighbor interaction between sp
~domains! si andsj ~we set allJi j5J51), H is the uniform
external magnetic field, andhi is a random field at sitesi
given by a Gaussian probability distribution. The dynam
is such that a spinsi will flip when its ‘‘effective’’ field
hi
eff5J( j sj1H1hi changes sign. A spin that flips can trig
ger other spins to flip due to the interaction between nea

FIG. 5. ~a! The (Hd ,Hu) plane after the field has been increased toHsignal

~from a large negative value!, and then decreased to a valueHb ~see Fig. 1!.
The shaded area corresponds to spins~domains! that have flipped~and not
flipped back!. ~b! The field has now been increased to a valueHe . More
spins have flipped, and we find a ‘‘step’’ in the Preisach plane. Sev
subloops would give a staircase@see, for example, Fig. 6~b!#.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 3, 1 February 1997
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neighbors: Avalanches of spins are possible. This mo
gives rise to a hysteresis loop and has the return-p
memory property.11

We use the Preisach model with a constant magnet
tion m0 per domain, to calculate the relative fluctuations
the signal for the traditional analog magnetic storage and
new method. The weight functionr can be written as
Nm0r̃ with r̃ being the probability distribution for the do
mains in the (Hd ,Hu) plane. We also simulate magnetic sy
tems of different sizes using the RFIM. These are then co
pared to the analytical results.

IV. TRADITIONAL ANALOG MAGNETIC STORAGE

In the traditional analog recording, the tape~system! is
first demagnetized21 by applying a strong ac field which i
gradually reduced to zero@Fig. 6~a!#. In Fig. 6~b!, the de-
magnetization process is shown in the (Hd ,Hu) plane for the
Preisach model. In the limit of a very fine staircase~the ac
field needs to drop off very slowly! the magnetization of the
system become zero.

al

FIG. 6. ~a! The ac magnetic field used to demagnetize the tape be
storing the analog signal.~b! The demagnetization process in the (Hd ,Hu)
plane. The staircase occurs after taking the system through smaller
smaller loops.
1593O. Perković and J. P. Sethna
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The tape is now ready to be recorded. The external fi
is raised from zero to a valueHsignal ~below the saturation
value of the system!, and then switched off. At zero field th
tape stays magnetized with the remanent magnetiza
MR

signal ~Fig. 2!. The magnetizationMR
signal can be calculated

from Fig. 7 using Eq.~2!. However, we can calculate th
magnetization differently if we notice that the probability f
a domain to be pointing up is given by

p5E E
U

r̃~Hd ,Hu!dHu dHd , ~4!

where the integration is over the shaded region in Fig. 7.
N independent domains, the probabilityP(n;N,p) for ob-
servingn up domains out of a total ofN is given by the
binomial distribution,22

P~n;N,p!5
N!

n! ~N2n!!
pn~12p!N2n. ~5!

Then, the average number of domains that are up isNp, with
a rms fluctuation ofANp(12p).

Since we are interested in the measurement of the m
netization, the average magnetization will be (2Np2N)m0.
If we take the rms to be our measure of the fluctuat
around the average, then the fluctuation relative to the s
ration magnetization is

uDMR
signalu

uMSu
5
m02ANp~12p!

Nm0
5
2Ap~12p!

AN
, ~6!

wherep has a value between zero and one. The size 1/AN of
this relative fluctuation limits the amount of information th
can be stored using the traditional analog magnetic stor
in a system withN domains.

FIG. 7. Recording the signal as the remanent magnetizationMR
signal, starting

from a demagnetized system~in the Preisach plane!. The shaded area rep
resents the system atM5MR

signal andH50. The average value of the rem
anent magnetizationMR

signal can be calculated using Eq.~2!.
1594 J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 3, 1 February 1997
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V. NEW METHOD FOR ANALOG MAGNETIC
STORAGE

With the new method for analog storage, the informati
is stored in the value of the external fieldHsignal at which the
kink in the hysteresis occurs. Similarly to the traditional an
log storage, we have a limitation on how well the inform
tion can be retrieved given by a value proportional
DHsignal/HC , whereDHsignalgives the fluctuation around th
valueHsignal andHC is the coercivity.

As before, we start with the tape~system! demagnetized,
and increase the field up to a valueHsignal, smaller than the
saturation field. The external field is then switched off~Fig.
2!. The system will be magnetized with a remanent mag
tization MR

signal. When the information needs to be reco
ered, instead of ‘‘reading off’’ the value of the remane
magnetizationMR

signal, the external field is increased until
kink in theM –H curve is found. If the system exhibits th
return-point memory property, the field at which the kin
occurs isHsignal. In the (Hd ,Hu) plane~Fig. 8! the kink is
seen as a discontinuous increase in the number of dom
flipped as the field is increased pastHsignal. ~If the original
signal is ac biased, as in audio signals, there is a discont
ity in the Preisach plane4 at a field shifted up fromHsignal by
about the amplitude of the ac bias@see Figs. 9~a! and 9~b!#.
The retrieval of this value is otherwise analogous to the p
sentation that follows.!

To observe the kink, we can take the derivative of t
hysteresis curve with respect to the fieldH and observe the
discontinuity. In general the data will need to be smooth
over some rangeDH, which will help in finding the discon-
tinuity in the slope, but will introduce fluctuations aroun
Hsignalof the order ofDH. The discontinuity in the slope ca
be observed if the difference between the number of dom

FIG. 8. Storage of information in the fieldHsignal using the return-point
memory effect, as seen in the Preisach plane. The shaded area represe
system atM5MR

signal and H50. As the field is increased, spins in th
cross-hatched region flip up. AtHsignal there is a discontinuity in the numbe
of spins flipping per unit field. This appears as a kink in theM –H curve.
The integral of the weight functionr over the black horizontal strip is
( f (2)2 f (1)), and over the white strip isf (1).
O. Perković and J. P. Sethna
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that flip in a rangeDH, below and aboveHsignal, is larger
than the standard deviation in the number of domains flip
in DH aboveHsignal,

DN↑
~2!2DN↑

~1!.ANp~2!~12p~2!!, ~7!

where the superscripts (1) and (2) indicate measurem
below and aboveHsignal, respectively, andp

(2) is the prob-
ability that a domain flips from down to up in a rangeDH,
just aboveHsignal. @In general we should require that th
difference be larger than the fluctuations just above and
low Hsignal, but since the fluctuations belowHsignal are
smaller, we can use Eq.~7!.# Note thatNp(2)5DN↑

(2) . If the
intervalDH is small enough that the slopef5dM/dH of the
M –H curve can be considered close to constant, we ha

~ f ~2!2 f ~1!!

m0
DH.S f ~2!

m0
DH~12p~2!! D 1/2. ~8!

Thus, the uncertainty in the measuredHsignal is

FIG. 9. ~a! Magnetic field as ‘‘seen’’ by a magnetic tape moving pas
recording head with an ac-biased field superimposed on a constant
Hsignal. ~b! The Preisach plane after the ac-biased signal in~a! has been
‘‘stored.’’ If the field is now increased~from Hu50), there is a discontinu-
ity in the number of domain flips per unit field as we pass the ‘‘large’’ st
That value of the field corresponds to approximatelyHsignal shifted by the
amplitude of the ac bias.
J. Appl. Phys., Vol. 81, No. 3, 1 February 1997
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DHsignal;DH.
m0f

~2!~12p~2!!

~ f ~2!2 f ~1!!2
. ~9!

From Fig. 8, in the (Hd ,Hu) plane, f
(2) is

Nm0E
2Hsignal

Hsignal
r̃~Hd ,Hsignal!dHd

and the difference (f (2)2 f (1)) is

Nm0E
2Hsignal

0

r̃~Hd ,Hsignal!dHd .

Then, the fluctuation in the fieldHsignal relative to the coer-
civity Hc is:

uDHsignalu
uHcu

;
1

N

~12p~2!!*2Hsignal

Hsignal r̃~Hd ,Hsignal!dHd

uHcu@*2Hsignal

0 r̃~Hd ,Hsignal!dHd#
2 . ~10!

The ratio multiplying 1/N in Eq. ~10! is of order one as long
as the signal is not too small. For smallHsignal, this ratio
diverges since in the Preisach model near (M50,H50), the
M –H curve is quadratic, and the difference (f (2)2 f (1)) be-
tween the two slopes is negligible. This divergence can
avoided if the signal is stored after the system has been s
rated ~instead of starting with a demagnetized system!.
Therefore, away from (M50,H50), the ‘‘number’’ of
fields that can be used to store information scales asN.

VI. RANDOM-FIELD ISING MODEL SIMULATION
RESULTS

In the previous two sections we have obtained the s
ing with the system sizeN of the relative fluctuations in the
magnetization~for the traditional storage method! and the
field ~for the new storage method!. The analysis was done fo
independent domains~spins!. We now simulate the storing
and reading process for both methods, using the RF
which includes nearest-neighbor interactions.

For the traditional storage method we increase the fi
up to a valueHsignal ~from a large negative value! and then
turn it off. We then measure the average magnetizat
M (H50) for up to 100 initial random-field configurations
and measure the standard deviationDMR

signal. We define the
relative fluctuation asDMR

signal/MR , whereMR is the rema-
nent magnetization, and is equal to about 0.92~within 4%)
for a disorder ofR53 ~recall thatR is the standard deviation
of the Gaussian distribution of random fields!.

With the new method we store the information the sa
way, but instead of reading offM (H50) we increase the
external field until a kink in the magnetization curve
found. The field at which the kink occurs should be the fie
Hsignal. Figure 10~a! shows the reading process. We defi
the relative fluctuation as the difference between the fi
read offH read, and the ‘‘real’’ fieldHsignal divided by the
coercivityHC ~which is about 1.21 forR53).

To find H read we note that the smaller slope o
dM/dH inside the subloop reflects the smaller size of t
jumps in the magnetization, or avalanches. Therefore,
field H read is the field at which some ‘‘threshold’’ magnet
zation jump~or avalanche size! is reached@Fig. 10~b!#.
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Figure 11 shows the results of our simulation. The d
monds correspond to the relative fluctuations in the field
defined above, with a threshold of 13 spins in an avalanc
Note that the behavior follows the 1/N scaling ~solid line!,
while the relative fluctuations in the magnetization~squares!
follow the 1/AN scaling ~dashed line!. The simulation was
done for 203, 303, 503, 803, and 1003 spins. The figure sug
gests a crossover at a system size of 100 spins, below w
the relative fluctuations for the magnetization will becom
smaller than for the field.

VII. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

We have shown, using the Preisach model of nonin
acting domains, that the new method of analog storage w
uses the property of return-point memory, gives fluctuatio
in the signal that are smaller than the ones found for
traditional method. The difference is approximately given
a factor ofAN, whereN is the number of domains in th
system being magnetized. The same behavior is found in
simulation of a magnetic system with nearest-neighbor in
actions and randomness. A question remains: How larg
N for typical magnetic tapes?

FIG. 10. ~a! Simulation of the reading process for the new method of ana
storage, for a 1003 system size and disorderR53. The kink in theM –H
curve corresponds to the fieldHsignal. ~b! Number of spins flipping at the
field H ~avalanche size! for the data in~a! nearHsignal ~which is one!. The
field Hsignal is found when a threshold avalanche size~here 13) is reached.
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For analog storage we can estimate the number of
mains per cycles. The typical ferromagnetic grain siz
found in particulate media magnetic tapes are 0.5mm in
length and 0.1mm in diameter,7,23,24and the area covered b
one grain is about 5310210 cm2. The grains used in mag
netic recording are usually too small to contain a dom
wall and can therefore be considered as single dom
particles.7 The packing on the tape is usually less th
40%. If we assume the percentage to be 35%, then the
face grain~domain! density is 73108 grains per cm2. The
magnetic tapes are typically 1.28 cm wide~0.5 in.!, and
therefore in 1 cm~in length! of tape there are about 93108

grains. For typical consumer tapes the speed at which
tape is moved is close to 5 cm/s.1,23Therefore, the number o
grains ~domains! per cycle is 7.53107 for a 60 Hz signal,
and 23105 for a 20 kHz signal. Professional tapes ha
speeds of up to 76 cm/s and the number of grainsN per cycle
is 13109 and 33106, respectively, for the two frequencies
Therefore, sinceN is large, aAN drop in the signal fluctua-
tion is quite significant.~For digital storage, the recordin
densities are as large as 20 million bits per cm2,25,26 which
for a polycrystalline thin-film medium gives;5000 grains
per bit of information, for a 1023 mm2 grain size.! As for
the erasure of the stored information as it is retrieved,
added fidelity and linearity should compensate for having
rewrite the tape after it is read.
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